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Hawks' health improving

By Michael Cunningham  

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

6:20 p.m. Monday, January 24, 2011 

Their pride restored after an embarrassing defeat, the Hawks now look forward to renewed health.

Center Al Horford (ankle) and forward Marvin Williams (back) appear set to return for Atlanta's game at 

Milwaukee on Wednesday. Joe Johnson (knee) and Josh Smith (knee) sat out practice Monday but 

both continued to play after incurring their injuries and should be fine.

If all four players suit up at Milwaukee, Atlanta would have its regular starting lineup available for the first 

time since Dec. 29.

"For the most part, I think everybody is going to be OK," Hawks coach Larry Drew said Monday. "Should 

have everybody back tomorrow."

The Hawks won 103-87 at Charlotte on Saturday, the night after New Orleans beat them 100-59 at 

Philips Arena.

Horford missed both games after suffering a right ankle sprain at Miami last Tuesday. He returned to 

practice Monday.

“It’s getting there," Horford said of the ankle. "I was able to do pretty much the whole practice. It looks 

good for Wednesday.”

Williams has been out since bruising his lower back on Dec. 29. He started working out on the side last 

week and now has been cleared for contact.

"I feel good," he said. "I haven't had any pain probably in a week now. I am starting to get my strength 

back. My conditioning is coming back. I am excited."

Johnson banged his knee during Atlanta's victory at Charlotte, though he said he's not sure how it 

happened. He left the game in the second quarter but returned after halftime.

"It's still a little sore today so I just wanted to get treatment and take advantage of these few days off," 

Johnson said.

The Hawks said Smith suffered a hyperextended knee against the Hornets. He played 36 minutes at 

Charlotte.
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The starters have been available at the same time for just 21 games this season. Atlanta also has been 

unlucky with the timing and distribution of the injuries.

Williams and Mo Evans were both injured at the same time in November, forcing the Atlanta to do 

without its only two small forwards for three games. Sixth man Jamal Crawford had played just two 

games since returning from a back injury when Williams also hurt his back.

"It's just been so sporadic for us as a team," Johnson said. "Any time somebody comes back, somebody 

goes out. We haven't been fully healthy for quite some time. I look forward to us all getting back out there 

on the floor and getting that timing and rhythm back down and making this final push [to finish the 

season]."

‘Back to normal' for Powell, Drew

Forward Josh Powell practiced Monday after Drew suspended him for Saturday's game for conduct 

detrimental to the team. The action followed a meeting between the two following the loss to New 

Orleans.

"Everything is back to normal," Drew said. "It is not one of those situations of making it a prolonged thing. 

There are no grudges. I've still got to coach him; he's still my player. We will go back to business as 

usual."

Road game

Atlanta's 15 road victories are tied with Miami and the Lakers for most in the league. The Hawks' 15-9 

road record is their best through 24 games since 1998-99 and their six consecutive road victories are 

their most since 1993-94. They were 19-22 on the road in 2009-10.
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